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WHY YOUR DENTIST MAY BE YOUR IDEAL PARTNER
NEXT TIME YOU CONSIDER FACE AND BODY
AESTHETIC PROCEDURES!
RECORD numbers of consumers are now seeking
out the latest in non-surgical facial and body
rejuvenation procedures, which provide excellent
results without many of the potential complications
of more traditional invasive procedures.
In recent years laser technology has developed
in leaps and bounds and many treatments now
give fantastic results with little or no down time
traditionally associated with these procedures.
Laser 360 protocol (Harmony laser Platform by
Alma Lasers) is one such treatment that combines
three revolutionary laser technologies to improve
skin colour, texture and tone to give a revitalised
look and firming lift to the face.
Cellulite can also be greatly reduced with Accent
radiofreqeuncy treatment, which gently targets
cellulite to diminish its appearance and provide a
slimmer smoother shape.
The newest generation of lasers used for hair
removal is virtually painless and specially designed
to remove unwanted hair faster, more comfortably,
and with fewer visits. Soprano Pain-Free, HairFree™ treatment system’s unique IN-Motion™
technology allows larger areas to be treated
faster, many patients describe the sensation as
soothing as a hot stone massage. A treatment
previously popular mostly with women is gaining
popularity amongst men who also wish to be free
of unsightly excess hair without the discomfort of
waxing and hassle of shaving.

This unprecedented demand for non-surgical
rejuvenating treatments has lead to many dental
practices , which have been offering Botox and
facial fillers for many years now, to expand
their services to encompass these whole body
treatments and provide a more holistic approach.
One such Clinic is Woodbury Dental Practice
with onsite Laser Clinic where Dr Vadgama and
his team pride themselves on providing the very
best dental care and treatment in harmony with
the latest non-surgical facial & body rejuvenation
treatments.
Committed to excellence and providing a bespoke
individual service tailored to your concerns in
a welcoming atmosphere the clinic offers the
latest state of the art dental technology which
can be combined with non-surgical facial and
body rejuvenation procedures to restore smiles,
confidence and health.
The clinic offers comprehensive general dental
care, cosmetic dentistry and implants, alongside
which there is also a full range of non-surgical
facial and body aesthetic treatments to choose
from ranging from Botox and facial fillers to
Laser360 skin resurfacing & tightening, Accent
cellulite reduction and pain-free laser hair removal.
For more information and to book a FREE
consultation at Tenterden Aesthetic and Laser
Clinic - please contact the team on 01580 762323
or visit: www.tenterden-aesthetics.co.uk
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